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or both in a manner resulting in death, injury or per-
manent disability. “Article 340 speaks to victim/s
being caught committing adultery. None of the cases
heard in Criminal Court this year match this condition.
That is why judges did not apply it in their verdicts,”
one legal expert pointed out. 

Veteran judges and legal experts charged that the pre-
vious government “was not serious about the change,”
amending the wrong article to placate certain parties
since 340 has only been used once in court in almost
40 years. 

The Value of Article 340
In addition, a political observer explained that when
the article was introduced to Parliament it met swift
rejection by some deputies because they needed some-
thing to object to and this law suited their purposes.
“Article 340 was a scapegoat. It was the easiest law to
oppose at that time,” said the observer, who asked not
to be identified. 

Human Rights activist Asma Khader agreed, maintain-
ing that changing 340 was considered a symbolic pos-
itive change, “but it is not the article that courts are
using in their verdicts.” 

She explained that legislators ignored a proposal sug-
gested by the Royal Commission on Human Rights
(RCHR) to lift the minimum punishment in Article 98
to at least five years for killers as one possible solu-
tion, as well as banning families from dropping
charges against the perpetrators of such crimes.
“Although our proposal would have put an end to the
reduced sentences killers received in such murders,
legislators rejected it. We do not know the reason,”
said Attorney Reem Abu Hassan. 

A legal expert, who also asked not to be identified,
said the existence of Article 98 has virtually paralysed
Article 340, opening the door for judges to use it, since
no murder cases this year represented a clear case of
adultery. Further, legal experts said some lawyers
advised killers to add new details to their original con-
fession, saying in court: “The victim told them: ‘I am
free to do what I want,’ which enraged them and
pushed them to lose control and kill the victim.”
“Defendants sometimes summon witnesses to testify
that the victim had a bad reputation and was engaged
in several relationships,” the expert added. 

Changing the Law
Many experts agree that simply changing the law will

not solve the problem. Psychologist Walid Sarhan
argued that changing the law does not necessarily
mean changing reality or, more importantly, the men-
talities of killers, many of whom have no knowledge
of the law. “I am not surprised that nothing has
changed since the law was amended. I would be sur-
prised if things changed because these issues are so
deeply rooted in people’s minds,” Sarhan said. Honour
crimes are not a new practice, explained Sarhan. It was
a practice amongst bedouins in the past because they
did not have a legal system. When bedouins moved
into the cities they took the practice with them, where
it has remained until today. 

Sociologist Ibrahim Othman said the cultural heritage
of women is such that they are the ones bearing the
value of honour. “Their behaviour can threaten their
families, while men are allowed to involve themselves
in extramarital affairs and their actions are not consid-
ered threatening to their own community. They are
even considered heroes.” “A single [immoral] act by a
woman reflects on the majority [of the family] creat-
ing cultural and social pressures that force them to rid
themselves of those they think caused the shame -
even if a rumour,” explained Othman. “We need to
work on changing people’s beliefs. The legal side is
not the only solution because of the value system that
still dominates,”  he added. 

Interpretations of Sharia
Hadidi, who heads of the National Institute of Forensic
Medicine where the victims of these crimes are exam-
ined, said changes in the concepts and implementation
of Islamic Sharia are necessary. “A person should not
take a decision based upon incorrect concepts not
related to Sharia,” Hadidi explained. Sheikh Hamdi
Murad, a moderate religious scholar, agreed saying
these crimes are not related to Sharia in any way. 
“This practice is the result of a deeply rooted tradition
falsely attached to Islam,” he explained. 

Murad cited a Hadith, or saying, by Prophet
Mohammad where a man came to the Prophet asking
what kind of punishment should be given to him if he
finds his wife committing adultery with another man
and kills them both. The Prophet said either you bring
four witnesses or you will be killed. He repeated this
sentence twice, pointed out Murad. “It is clearly noted
in the Hadith and the Holy Koran that there must be
four witnesses of good reputation to an act of adultery
for their testimony to be accepted. If it is proven, it is
the ruler who decides punishment - not the individ-
ual,” the religious scholar concluded.

IWSAW Director Mona Chemali
Khalaf attended a conference in
Australia where she presented a
paper on “The Status and Plight of
Women and Youth in the Lebanese
Society.” The event was jointly
organized by the Center for
International and Public Affairs at
the University of Sydney and the
United Australian Lebanese
Assembly.
While in Australia, Khalaf also
met with New South Wales
Governor Marie Bashir - who
traces her family origins back to
the Lebanese village of Duma.
Bashir is planning an official visit
to Lebanon in the Spring of 2003.

Lef to right: New South Wales Governor Marie Bashir and Mrs. Mona Chemali
Khalaf

Visit to Australia

Second Arab Women Summit
November 1-2, 2002 

H.E. Dr. Rima Khalaf Hunaidi, Assistant Secretary General, Regional Director, United Nations Development Programme and
Mrs. Mona Chemali Khalaf

Upon the invitation of Her Highness Queen Rania Al-Abdallah, Mrs. Mona Chemali Khalaf attended the “Second
Arab Women Summit”, held on November 1 and 2, 2002 in Amman, Jordan.
Mrs. Khalaf participated in the one - day colloquim which focused on the Arab Human Development Report (2002),
and the formulation of recomendations raised to the Summit
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Documentary
“Women in Time”. Part I.
Profiles of Activists in the
Lebanese Women’s Movement
up to 1975.
The Institute for Women’s
Studies in the Arab World,
Lebanese American University,
screened its first documentary
“Women in Time” at Irwin Hall
Auditorium. The film, directed
by Mohammed Soueid, was
well received by the audience
present. The documentary high-
lights significant landmarks in
the history of the Lebanese
women’s movement in the pre
1975 era. 
The Institute is presently work-
ing on a sequel covering the
period from 1975 until present. 

Left to right: Mrs Mona Chemali Khalaf and Mrs. Anissa Najjar

The Lebanese delegation to the Women’s Conference that took place in Eygpt in 1944.
Picture credit: Al-Mousawer, 1944, issue 1055, p.9.
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